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The FEPTO council authorised the Award committee  

   Arşaluys Kayır, Stefan Flegelskamp, Jutta Fürst 

to invite students to apply for the FEPTO Students award 2019 by sending in their thesis. Furthermore all 
member institutes were asked to propose representatives of member institutes for the life time achieve-
ment award and the excellence award in the year 2019. 

After scrutinizing the applications the award committee suggested the following: 

 

 Students award for 2019  
    was given to  

      Funda Gumus,  
Assistant Professor of  Psychiatric Nursing, Atatürk 

School of Health, Department of Nursing, University of Dicle, Diyarbakir, Turkey. She is a graduate stu-
dent from Dr. Abdulkadir Özbek Psychodrama Institute in Turkey. 

During the General assembly in Tallinn the laudation was given by Jutta Fürst: 

“Funda Gumus thesis, ‘The effect of psychodrama on the frequency of posttraumatic stress disorder, 
anxiety and depressive symptoms in patients with social trauma: 9 month follow-up study’ is an empir-
ical natural study. It took place in the south eastern region of Turkey that was effected by terroristic 
attacks over a period of over three months. Funda wanted to find out if psychodrama is a helpful method 
to decrease the posttraumatic symptoms of patients. The psychodrama group consisted of 12 and at the 
end of 8 clients.  

The award committee appreciated the methodology that was used to answer the research question. The 
thesis was well structured, theory and practice and results were well described and presented. We con-
gratulate the student and the institute for this work. Funda will get financial support to present her thesis 
to a bigger audience either to participate at the upcoming research committee meeting or for the publi-
cation in the FEPTO psychodrama journal. 
 

LIFE TIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS   

 
 

were granted to  

 

Judith Teszáry and Agnes Dudler 
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The honoring speech for JUDITH TESZÁRY   

      was given by Nikos Takis. 

Our distinguished colleague, Judith Teszáry is a psychologist, 
psychodrama and sociodrama trainer and supervisor, interna-
tional lecturer, founding member of FEPTO, as well as member 
of Task Force for Peace and Conflict Transformation group. 

Moreover, she has served as President of our Federation for six 
consecutive years, being wholeheartedly dedicated to the de-
velopment, flourishment and prosperity of Psychodrama and its 
European community.  

She has been working with psychosomatic patients for many 
years, using psychodrama in a research and treatment project 

at the Karolinska institute, Stress Research Department in Stockholm. She has also worked as a psychologist 
at Stockholm City Social Department/Child & Family care section for 17 years. Other fields and populations of 
her psychodrama and sociodrama work include: 

 Conflict management for State Healthcare Council (hospital personal, 
 Courses in psychosocial issues for Swedish Industry Union representatives,  
 Bosnian refugees in Stockholm, 
 Roma students at Sajókaza Second Chance High School, Hungary 
 Sociodrama with replaced young people (foster children) at Stockholm City 

Soc. Dep. 
 Helpers (doctors, nurses, social workers) after the Maidan revolution in Kiev 
 Erasmus+ 1 (scientific leader) and Erasmus+2 projects for training and standardisation of the socio-

drama method. 
As a pure Morenian, she has also worked in theatre. Her involvement in theatre comprise: 

 National Theatre Studio, Budapest. 
 Statsteater in Stockholm, assistant director of M. Gorkij Natthärberget (Nachtasyl)  
 Participatory Art based project. Leader of the sociodrama group - ongoing - with Roma women

(Szomolya). 
Finally, she has published numerous articles and written book chapters on the application of sociodrama and 
psychodrama. 

Judith has been, and still is, as a member of the FEPTO council, a devoted worker of psychodrama and our 
federation! 
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The laudation for AGNES DUDLER  

      was hold by Stefan Flegelskamp 

 

“The award committee has decided with great pleasure to 

give a lifetime award to Agnes Dudler.  

Agnes Dudler was a psychodrama trainer at the Moreno Insti-

tute Stuttgart for many years when she founded her own 

Szenen Institute in Bonn in 1991. Gender equality, women's 

rights, the impact of German history on personal biographies 

and the support of Palestinian colleagues in Gaza were the cornerstones of her work and conviction. In 

addition, she has been active in the field of work politics and has been a member of the DFP board for 

many years.  

The committee would also like to emphasize not only what Agnes Dudler has 

done, but also how she worked for her topics.  

She is a fighter but not a soldier. Women feel strengthened and supported by 

her without men being weakened. Palestinians are supported and Israeli 

friends are not lost. Trans generational traumas are worked on and responsibil-

ity and compassion are shared with the generations.  

The committee pays tribute to Agnes' attitude of serving a group and community with respect. “  
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The 

EXCELLENCE AWARD 2019  

went to  

a.o.Univ.Prof. MMag. Dr. Hannes Krall 

 

The laudation was delivered by Jutta Fürst. 

“Hannes Krall studied psychology and educational sci-
ences at the university of Graz and Klagenfurt. His scien-
tific career started with focusing on youth cultures and 
political right wing movements. The following studies in 
action research turned out to be a seamless transition to 

psychodrama.  

Beside his university career he worked privately as a psychotherapist 
several years in an institute for family counseling and in a child pro-
tection centre and as a supervisor in an organization for refugee care 
and in his private practice. 

Hannes Krall taught at various universities and as a psychodrama 
trainer in the psychodrama section of the Austrian society for group 
dynamics and group psychotherapy. Since 2007 he is one of the main 
trainers in the program for psy-

chodrama psychotherapy at the University of Innsbruck. 

Hannes Krall joined FEPTO first at the Annual meeting of 2007 in 
Alacati. Since 2008, when Gabriela Moita organized the RC meeting 
in Roriz (Portugal), when we were 7 participants, he was part of the 
research community. Since then the meetings became more and 
more attractive for researchers in FEPTO. 

I remember that he motivated and encouraged the group in Roriz not 
only to work on a project but to focus on a specific goal, which was at 
that time the IAGP meeting in Rome 2009, where we gave a first 
presentation about a particular project as an outcome of the RC.  

His attitude to be goal oriented and persever-
ing seems to be one of the ingredients that 
made the RC so successful and prospering. In 
the last meeting in Padua this year we were close to 100 people in a plenary. I 
know Hannes Krall now for about 30 years. He has always been an upright and 
reliable colleague who is there any moment when one needs help. 

He will get the excellence award for 
developing the FEPTO research committee since 2011 into a prospering and still 
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growing network group. We all could observe that the scientific level 
of the contributions within the research committee is steadily in-
creasing. Many international projects, presentations and publica-
tions were the result of this work. A further reason is his constant 
participation and involvement in the issues of the organization as 
being a board member and having been an ambitioned president of 
FEPTO. 

We appreciated his endeavor to give psychodrama a place in the aca-
demic world. His research in psychodrama and the various presenta-
tions and publications in many conferences and congresses give evi-
dence of this.  

Co- creating a transcultural project with colleagues as an outcome of 
group work at the FEPTO AM in Ghent . This “International Spring 
Academy” bridges the academic with the psychodrama culture now 
for 10 years.  

With this award FEPTO wants to honor Hannes Krall for his contribution to develop the organization and 
psychodrama.”  
 
The award committee: Arşaluys Kayır, Stefan Flegelskamp and Jutta Fürst 
 

Tallinn  


